Getting Started

FLIGHT CONTROLS

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Can you replace the battery in the Wizard?
No, the battery cannot be replaced. Please send it to the Yuneec repair department.

Is the Wizard waterproof?
No, the Wizard is not waterproof but you can use the supplied water resistant carrying pouch in case you are using the Wizard to record water action sports.

After I bind the Wizard for the first time to the Typhoon, will I have to bind it every time?
No, once the Wizard is bound to the Typhoon you will not have to bind it again to use.

How long does it take to fully charge the Wizard?
It will take two hours to charge the Wizard for approximately 3.5 hours of flight time.

Why can't I get the Wizard into bind mode?
To put the Wizard in bind mode, make sure you hold the power button until the blue LED light is on then continue to hold the power button.

Why won't my Typhoon ascend?
Make sure that the Wizard is between 50° and 90° and press the up arrow button.

Why won't my Typhoon descend?
Make sure that the Wizard is between 50° and 90° and press the down arrow button.

Why can't I get the Point-to-Fly feature to work?
Make sure to press and hold the center button until you feel a vibration from the Wizard.

Can the Typhoon's elevation change in Follow Me mode?
The new height-tracking feature ensures the Typhoons follows users as their altitude changes while staying clear of obstructions.

Is there a warranty on my Wizard?
There is a six month limited warranty on your Wizard.

What can I do if my Wizard needs to be repaired?
Your Wizard can be serviced and repaired at Yuneec USA: 5555 Ontario Mills Parkway, Ontario, CA 91764, USA. An RMA is required and must be obtained by calling customer service at 1 (855) 284-8888.
Typhoon Wizard

One-handed flight navigation

The ultra-lightweight and compact Typhoon Wizard allows users to pilot their Typhoon multicopter with the use of only one hand making it easier to capture life’s memories from a bird’s-eye view.

WATER RESISTANT
Simply secure the Wizard in the included strap to enjoy any water activity with a peace of mind.

HANDS FREE NAVIGATION
The included carrying strap allows hands free navigation while in Follow Me mode.

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
Weighing in at just 2.52 oz, the Typhoon Wizard was made for you to take anywhere.

POINT TO FLY FUNCTION
Simply point the Wizard in the direction you want it to fly in for even easier piloting.
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